NOVUX Specialty Range Closures
TM

The first modular ecosystem for the networks of today and tomorrow
North America Region
CommScope’s new NOVUX™ ecosystem is the next step in the evolution of connectivity and fiber-to-the-X (FTTX) networks.
Configurable, scalable and simple, NOVUX transforms networks with a modular, end-to-end architecture.
The NOVUX Specialty Range Closures (SRCs) are a modern drop solution that’s ideal for last-mile fiber network applications—both
above and below ground. CommScope’s advanced Octopus™ gel seal simplifies access and service and protects the closures from
harsh conditions.

Features and benefits

·

Capacity:
– Up to 24 fiber splices
– 1 splitter
– 4 ports
– 8 cables (double stacking

·

not to exceed 6.2 mm)
Accepts round or flat drop cables,
or blown fiber tubes

·
·
·

Port size:
– 1 to 8 mm, 0.04 to 0.32 in round cables

·

Dimensions: 267 x 117 x 49 mm,
10.5 x 4.6 x 2 in, with integrated pole

– 8 x 4.5 mm, 0.32 x 0.18 in flat cables

mounting features on the back side

Air valve option (via port) with 6 cables

(length x width x height)

(double stacking) Color: black RAL9005
Security: Lead wire through eye hole,
4 positions

·
·

IP68 2-meter water head, 20kPa
Tested to IEC 60529

Ready for the field workforce of the future
We’ve designed the NOVUX SRCs to be ready for the field, and ready for your workforce.
They feature factory-installed hinges and a cover that opens from the bottom. The closures
are fast and easy to access, thanks to CommScope’s Octopus gel seal technology. A lead
wire provides security.
Octopus protects the SRCs from harsh environmental conditions and is extremely
comfortable and resilient—even after numerous closure accesses.

NOVUX: The FTTX ecosystem

It’s configurable.

NOVUX is engineered from the get-go as a new FTTX system
architecture and complete ecosystem with closures and terminals
that span the outside plant fiber network—from the trunk and feeder
to the distribution and drop. Its modular architecture means that

It’s scalable.

components and accessories are easily configurable to fit each
application and are available in high volumes to meet demand.

LEARN MORE ABOUT NOVUX
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It’s simple.
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NOVUX Specialty Range Closures ordering information
SRC

000

-U

Size and color
3

Cable retention

100 Black

*

Underground, IP68

Splice protector

Sealing
U

See complete details at
the bottom of the page.

B

SMOUV 45

Connector type
5

Splitters

Splice only

1

None

Number of adapters
A

Number of splices

None

B

12

C

24

Number of pigtails
1

* Cable retention*
A

None

B

NVX-CR-MC-FT-NN

D

NVX-CR-SA-SM-NN

None

Cable Termination Unit (CTU) options
NVX-CR-SA-SM-NN

·
·
·
·
·

* 2 cable attachments
are supplied.

NVX-CR-MC-FT-NN

·
·
·

Round cable
Dia up to 8 mm
Strength member
Aramide yarns

Flat cable
Metal clip
Range: 3 x 5 to 4 x 8 mm

Single layer

Configurations available for order
SRC3-U5A1B1BB000
MID: 760251022

·
·
·
·
·
·

SRC3-U5A1B1BB001
MID: 760251030

SRC 100, black version, underground
No adapters
Splice only
12x SMOUV 45 splice
No splitter
2x NVX-CR-MC-FT-NN cable retention

·
·
·
·
·
·

SRC 100, black version, underground
No adapters
Splice only
12x SMOUV 45 splice
No splitter
2x NVX-CR-MC-FT-NN cable retention,
including Tone Wire Connector (100/pk
88823Y-000 FDSC-GATOR-TEL-SPLICE)

SRC3-U5A1C1BB000
MID: 760251026

·
·
·
·
·
·

SRC 100, black version, underground
No adapters
Splice only
24x SMOUV 45 splice
No splitter
2x NVX-CR-MC-FT-NN cable retention

Contact your CommScope representative for configuration availability.
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CommScope pushes the boundaries of communications technology with game-changing ideas and
ground-breaking discoveries that spark profound human achievement. We collaborate with our customers
and partners to design, create and build the world’s most advanced networks. It is our passion and
commitment to identify the next opportunity and realize a better tomorrow. Discover more at commscope.com

commscope.com
Visit our website or contact your local CommScope representative for more information.
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